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Abstract: A unified active power control scheme is devised for the grid-integrated permanent magnet
synchronous generator-based wind power system (WPS) to follow the Indian electricity grid code
requirements. The objective of this paper is to propose control schemes to ensure the continuous
integration of WPS into the grid even during a higher percentage of voltage dip. In this context,
primarily a constructive reactive power reference is formulated to raise and equalize the point
of common coupling (PCC) potential during symmetrical and asymmetrical faults, respectively.
A simple active power reference is also proposed to inject a consistent percentage of generated power
even during faults without violating system ratings. Eventually, the efficacy of the proposed scheme
is demonstrated in terms of PCC voltage enhancement, DC-link potential, grid real, and reactive
power oscillation minimization using the PSCAD/ EMTDC software.

Keywords: DGS; FRT; grid disturbances; PCC; PMSG; voltage enhancement

1. Introduction

Wind energy is constantly integrated into the power grid with an increased pace of in-
vestment as the cost of the technologies falls and efficiency continues to ascent. The energy
source connected to the grid operates as a distributed generation system (DGS). To smartly
integrate such DGS to the grid, operators stipulate basic requirements such as the contin-
uous operation of the wind power systems (WPS) within the specified point of standard
coupling (PCC) voltage, i.e., fault ride through (FRT), grid current total harmonic distortion
(THD) level and ancillary services [1,2]. Considering the FRT requirements and power
quality enhancement, most literature aims to develop novel control schemes to comply
with the grid code requirements. For instance, considering the Indian electricity grid code
(IEGC) scenario, the most pivotal requirement is that the WPS connected at a voltage level
of 66 kV and above shall remain connected to the grid when the voltage at the PCC on any
or all phases dips as per the FRT profile.

The different grid faults may be a single phase-to-ground, two-phase with the ground
and two-phase without ground [3]. Short-circuit and earth faults are the leading causes
of voltage sag in the grid. As the voltage in the 50 Hz system is a phasor quantity with
magnitude and phase angle, a short circuit in the system causes a drop in voltage magnitude
and a change in the phase angle. Generally, the voltage sag magnitude during fault is
defined concerning source impedance, fault feeder impedance, electrical distance to the
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fault and impedance angle. As a result, a unique relation between voltage sag magnitude
and phase-angle jump exists for a given impedance angle. A typical impedance angle value
for transmission, distribution, and offshore wind farms with submarine/underground
cables is defined as 0◦, −20◦, and −60◦, respectively [4]. The corresponding phase angle
jump can be predicted for any voltage sag conditions specified in IEGC. For example,
for the distributed system, for 90%, 70%, and 50% of voltage sag magnitudes, the phase
angle jump is predicted as −5.70, −9.50, and −12.50, respectively. A system with a static
synchronous compensator and the pitch-angle controller is implemented in [5–9] to address
the different grid faults and ensure WPS’s continuous operation.

Reactive power regulation is the most pivotal ancillary service which supports the PCC
potential during grid faults. Simple and effective vector control technology of voltage source
converter (VSC) leads the way for independent regulation of real and reactive power of
the grid integrated WPS. A typical back–back VSC, specifically the machine side converter
(MSC) and the grid side converter (GSC), is employed to integrate the variable speed
wind-driven generator (WG) into the grid [10]. Presently, permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) build WPS is advancing compared to other variable speed WGs for its
inherent characteristics of enhanced grid-friendly operation, higher efficiency and power
density [11]. Generally, DGS injects the entire generated real power into the grid during
regular grid operations [12]. Upon grid disturbances, the VSCs are expected to propel
the DGS to remain connected to the grid by maintaining the DC-link potential within its
safe operating limits without involving additional hardware requirements [13]. However,
the classical DC-link potential and speed regulation on GSC and MSC may not retain the
DC-link voltage constant as the WG endure to capture the active power. At the same time,
the grid cannot absorb the full power during the fault.

A multivariable controller Is designed in [14] to regulate the active power under a three-
phase ground fault. With this conventional control strategy, a higher-order sliding mode
control [14], an optimal direct-current vector control [15], and a novel transient control [16]
scheme is developed for the integrated regulation of DC-link potential and real grid power.
The reactive power support with maximum actual power injection into the grid is simulated
with the grid voltage of 0.955 p.u. and 0.8 p.u. under low wind velocity [15]. Considering
DC-link voltage control as the highest priority, the GSC cannot provide potential reactive
power support to the grid due to maximum active power extraction under lower wind
speed with higher voltage drop and vice versa. Additionally, such control can hardly
be adaptive to the unsymmetrical voltage drop, which is more common in the power
network [16]. To neutralise the DC-link oscillations, a dual inner current control strategy
with the updated current limits is realized in [17].

As the classic control strategy is inadequate to provide a wide range of FRT require-
ments, research has evolved to deploy DC-link potential regulation on the MSC rather than
on the GSC during the fault period. The simulation results are shown for zero [18] and
reduced real power [19] injection into the grid with the required reactive power imposed
by the E-ON utility. The scheme guarantees safer operating limits of DC-link potential by
outlaying two different control laws for both the VSCs. Moreover, the improvement in PCC
voltage is validated through converter overloading consideration.

To improve the control action, the MSC and GSC are enduringly chosen to regulate
the DC-link potential and real power, respectively [20–22]. In [20], the control strategy
is employed to inject zero real power with maximum reactive power support to the grid
under the higher percentage of asymmetrical voltage drop (0–50%). The GSC controller
is designed to process only the positive sequence real and reactive power references to
equalize the grid current. However, the PCC voltage is not equalized due to the positive
sequence current control. On the contrary, in [21–25], the maximum possible real power is
injected into the grid with and without reactive power support, respectively. Accordingly,
an active power limitation scheme is designed in [21] to maintain the peak current of the
GSC within the safe operating limits. A dual vector current control scheme is employed
in [17,22] to minimize the grid’s oscillation in the DC-link potential, real and reactive power.
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Despite effective control technology, the design involves implementing four proportional
integrals (PIs) inner current controllers to process the positive and negative sequence
current components.

Literature addressed various control techniques to aid the FRT requirements. However,
concerning the most pivotal requirement, i.e., reactive power support, improvement in
PCC voltage is not brought out and it is not considered for further amendment of active
power injection into the grid. Conclusively, FRT control strategies discussed above operate
the GSC within the rated current value by limiting the reactive or real grid power and not
at its full capacity. Besides the current limit amendment, the DC-link potential exceeds
its limit in the case of a double line to ground fault. Considering the drawbacks of the
conventional control scheme, a control strategy is proposed in this paper to ensure that
the WPS is connected to the grid even under a severe voltage sag of 85%. This can be
achieved by injecting active power proportionate to the retained voltage. Additionally,
the generating station maximizes reactive current supply until the time the voltage starts
recovers or for 0.3 s, whichever time is lower as per IEGC.

This paper is organized into five sections: Section 2 analyses various grid faults and
formulates the problem statement. Section 3 details the modified control structure of
MSC and GSC. Section 4 proposes the real and reactive power reference scheme to aid the
FRT requirements. This section further details the power oscillation suppression scheme.
Section 5 compares the performance analysis of the proposed control scheme with the
conventional one using the PSCAD/EMDTC tool. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Problem Formulation

To comply with the grid code requirements, the characteristics of various grid distur-
bances, namely symmetrical and unsymmetrical voltage sag, phase-jump, and harmonics
on the WPS, must be brought out primitively. The system under consideration is shown in
Figure 1. The consequence of grid disturbances with only positive sequence components
(PSC) and with both PSC and negative sequence components (NSC) are discussed below.
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2.1. Symmetrical Voltage Sag

The positive synchronous frame (PSF) PCC voltages during symmetrical voltage drop
with a phase magnitude of xVm as per the space vector representation shown in Figure 2
can be expressed as {

vpd = 0
vpq = xVm

(1)

where Vm represents PCC phase peak voltage. From the Equation (1) it is clear that
symmetrical voltage sag reduces PSC and keeps NSC zero; overall, the PCC voltage
gets reduced.
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2.2. Grid Imperfections with Both PSC and NSC

Grid disturbance with the voltage sag magnitude of xVm and yVm in ‘a’ and ‘b’ phases,
respectively, gives the PSF voltages as

vpd = Vm
2

(
1
3
(y + 1− 2x) sin 2θg −

1√
3
(y− 1) cos 2θg

)
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−
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where ‘+’ and ‘−’ represent the PSC and NSC of the PCC voltage in the d-q frame, respec-
tively. Hence, unsymmetrical voltage sag reduces the PSC of vp; additionally, the NSC
provokes two times grid frequency oscillations in the d-q frame voltages. Additionally,
the PCC voltage with utility harmonics and phase-jump causes grid frequency oscillations
six times and two times, respectively [16]. Hence, in general, PCC voltage in d-q frame
during various grid disturbances can be expressed as

vpd = vpd+ + vpd−; vpq = vpq+ + vpq− (3)

Likewise, the GSC current ii in PSF can be given as

ipd = ipd+ + ipd−; ipq = ipq+ + ipq− (4)

From (1) to (4), it is inferred that grid imperfections reduce the PCC voltage and impose
oscillations in DC-link potential, grid real and reactive power. Hence, grid disturbances
with NSC degrade the system component’s lifespan owing to high ripple components in the
DC-link parameters. As per IEGC requirements, the system must be operated under power
limiting mode (PLM) instead of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) mode to ensure
the connection of WPS with the grid during a fault [21]. Accordingly, the power balance
at each conversion stage must be assured. Furthermore, neutralization of oscillations and
ancillary services like reactive power support and pitch angle control also be endorsed,
especially under PLM.

3. System Modelling and Proposed Controller Design

The MSC and the GSC of the WPS shown in Figure 1 are controlled for real power
and DC-link potential regulation, respectively. To ensure the rotor speed is within its safe
limit, a modified control scheme is proposed on MSC without enhancing the pitch angle
control mechanism. Further to overwhelm the impacts of unsymmetrical fault, a simple
power oscillation suppression scheme is offered on GSC with the existing vector control
without involving in the complex computation of negative sequence current components
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and, in turn, the dual inner current control loops. The converter’s controller modelling is
described in the following sub-sections.

3.1. Modified MSC Controller

Assuming the alignment of rotor magnet along d-axis [17], the PMSG stator voltage,
vs. is given as {

vsd = Rsisd + Lsd
disd
dt − ψqωes

vsq = Rsisq + Lsq
disq
dt + ψPMωes + ψdωes

(5)

where Rs, Ls, and Ψ, respectively, represent the stator resistance, current, inductance
and flux linkage. ωes is the rotor angular speed in rad/s. The modified MSC controller
design to emulate the pitch angle control mechanism is shown in Figure 3. Initially,
the stator active current reference i*sq is derived concerning the active power reference
(P*

s) generation scheme, as proposed in Section 4. Upon grid fault, specifically under
PLM, the reduced active power corresponds to two speeds, as depicted in Figure 3. Due to
inertia, the generator settles at the speed of ω2, which may be higher than the rated speed
ωR. A pitch angle control mechanism is generally employed to ensure that MSC regulates
the same active power at speed ω1 rather than ω2. However, the control mechanism is
quite tricky as a result of the nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics of the wind turbine.
A simple and robust control scheme is proposed in this paper to regulate the reduced real
power by controlling the speed of the generator. The active current reference from the outer
speed regulation loop is activated when the PMSG speed is greater than the rated speed,
and subsequently, the power evacuated reduces. As the speed control loop always operates
at a much lower speed and continual speed transients are not involved, the strategy yields
a better dynamic response. The control scheme with only a speed regulation loop with
higher compensator gain value results in a deprived transient’s response for the step-
change in wind velocity. The significance of the proposed MSC controller is further detailed
in Section 4.
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3.2. GSC Modelling

The dynamic model of the GSC with the filter impedance in the d-q frame is given as

.
x = Ax + Bu (6)

where A, B, x and u can be correspondingly expressed as
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A =



− R f 1
L f 1

ωe
1

L f 1
0 0 0

−ωe − R f 1
L f 1

0 1
L f 1

0 0

− 1
C 0 0 ωe

1
C 0

0 − 1
C −ωe 0 0 1

C

0 0 − 1
L f 2

0 − R f 2
L f 2

ωe
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L f 2

−ωe − R f 2
L f 2


B =



− 1
L f 1
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0 − 1
L f 1

0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1

L f 2
0

0 0 0 1
L f 2


x =

[
iid iiq vcd vcq igd igq

]
; u =

[
vid viq vpd vpq

]
where the inductance Lf and resistance Rf with the subscript 1 and 2 represent the GSC
filter impedance; ii and ig represent the GSC and grid current, respectively; vp, vc and vi,
respectively, represent the PCC, AC capacitance and GSC voltage. The transformation
is performed per the space vector representation of the PCC voltage shown in Figure 2.
Moving averages filter (MAF) based phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to obtain the angular
position θ and frequency ωe of the PCC voltage by aligning the phase voltage in q-axis [18].
The steady-state real and reactive power at the PCC under regular grid operation can be
expressed as

Pp = 1.5
(

vpqiiq + vpdiid
)

(7a)

Qp = 1.5
(

vpqiid − vpdiiq
)

(7b)

As per the space vector representation, the steady-state d-axis voltage at the PCC
is zero, and hence, the grid real and reactive power is controlled by q and d-axis GSC
current, respectively.

3.3. GSC Controller Design

The DC-link voltage and reactive power control are implemented on the GSC, as shown
in Figure 4. Here, AC capacitor C is designed to filter the high-frequency harmonics and
not as a reactive power source. Accordingly, the inner current control loop in the d-q frame
is obtained by assuming ii = ig and rewriting (6) as{

L f d
diid
dt + R f iid = ωeL f diiq + vpd − vid

L f q
diiq
dt + R f iiq = −ωeL f qiid + vpq − viq

(8)

where Lf = Lf1 + Lf2 and Rf = Rf1 + Rf2.
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Figure 4. Proposed GSC controller.

As GSC current control is adopted, the inner current control loop is framed as(
sL f + R f

)
iidq = v

′
dq =

(
Kpi +

Kii
s

)(
i∗idq − iidq

)
(9)
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where Kpi and Kii represent the proportional and integral gain of the inner current con-
trollers. The PI controllers output value can be expressed as

v
′
dq = ±ωeL f iidq + vpdq − vidq (10)

As the GSC controller voltage is required to generate the sinusoidal pulse width
modulation, the voltages vid and viq are derived to be{

vid = ωeL f iiq + vpd − v
′
d

viq = −ωeL f iid + vpq − v
′
q

(11)

As d-axis grid current is controlled for reactive power, the correlation between the
inner current references i*id and outer compensator output, as given in (12) is formulated.

i
′
d =

(
Q∗p −Qp

)(
KpQ +

KiQ

s

)
(12)

where KpQ and KiQ represent the proportional and integral gain of the outer reactive power
controller and using (7b) the inner current reference i*id is derived to be

i∗id =
1

vpq

(
i
′
d0.667 + vpdiiq

)
(13)

Similarly, the active current reference i*iq is generated from the outer DC-link potential
regulation loop [9], as illustrated in Figure 4. The current reference design helps to set the
limits of the PI regulator at lower values rather than directly deriving the current reference
from the output of the outer PI controller [20].

4. Proposed Reference Power Generation Scheme

A unique reference power generation scheme is proposed in this paper to address
various grid disturbances and to guarantee the FRT requirements and the interconnected
system stability. The reactive power reference must be a PSC with a symmetrical voltage
drop to raise the PCC voltage. While with the unsymmetrical voltage drop and phase-jump
and harmonics, the reactive power reference must contain both PSC and NSC to neutralize
the oscillations and equalize the PCC voltage [25]. The same will hold for active power
reference too. An average and oscillation power reference generation scheme is described
in the following subsections to comply with the grid connectivity of IEGC [1].

A unified power reference scheme is proposed in this section to raise and balance the
PCC voltage corresponding to symmetrical and unsymmetrical grid faults by operating the
GSC at the constant current control mode (rated current). As the PCC voltage enhancement
beyond a specific value is insignificant due to lower grid impedance [22], a reduced reactive
power reference scheme is proposed based on the significant improvement in the PCC
voltage instead of maximum power reference. Accordingly, to match the maximum power
capability, the surplus power is set as an active power reference.

4.1. Symmetrical Voltage Sag

An average power reference is formulated based on the percentage of symmetrical
voltage sag. Under regular grid operation, maximum real and zero reactive power is
injected into the grid [26]. The power references under this scenario are given by{

P∗s = Pwt(max) =
1
2 ρπr2Cpmaxν3

Q∗p = 0
(14)

As stated in [21], if P*
s are retained at maximum power under a grid fault, the grid

current increases beyond its limit to import the same real power to the grid. Schemes are
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developed with different current references for different percentages of voltage sag [20].
It is inferred that the control scheme operates the GSC under a constant peak current control
strategy under a higher (100–50%) percentage of voltage sag. However, for the lower (15%
and below) and intermediate stages (50–15%) of voltage sag, the GSC is not operated at
its total capacity, i.e., at its rated current. Moreover, the percentage improvement in PCC
voltage and the corresponding amendment in grid active/reactive power have not been
conveyed in the cases considered.

Furthermore, the defined active and reactive current profile may be appropriate for
specific wind speeds and may not be unique for different wind speeds. As the input wind
speed is not constant, available active power varies, in turn, the active current reference.
Hence, for lower wind speed by retaining the respective maximum active current, excess
reactive power can be delivered to the grid compared to higher wind speed. This paper
proposes the power limitation scheme, so the GSC operates under rated current control
mode during grid faults. Both real and reactive powers injection during the voltage sag
illustrates the contribution of maximum possible reactive power for the variation in the
grid voltage. It can be reduced to a significant percentage with an equivalent active power
injection and vice versa under higher and lower voltage sag.

4.1.1. Maximum Power Limits

The power reference scheme accounts for the key consideration of maximum reactive
and active power injection under higher and lower voltage drops. The grid voltage Vg can
be estimated by measuring the PCC voltage and knowing the grid inductance and injected
current [27]. With the formulated grid voltage vector, it is easy to calculate the amount of
reactive power required to increase the PCC voltages to the corresponding reference values.
Hence, the improvement in PCC voltage Vpi is initially determined considering the GSC
rated current Ii(rated) and the grid impedance Zg as{

If Vpi ≤ Vpn then Vpi = Ii(rated)Zg + Vg
else Vpi = Vpn

(15)

If the computed Vpi is greater than the nominal PCC voltage Vpn, then Vpi should be
limited to Vpn to avoid disconnection owing to overvoltage. Correspondingly, the individ-
ual maximum reactive and active power reference is formulated as given in (16) where vpiq+
and iiq+(MPPT) represents the phase peak magnitude of improved PCC voltage and GSC
maximum active current before the grid disturbance, respectively.{

Q∗p = Qpavg

P∗s = 1.5(vpi q+iiq+(MPPT))
(16)

Qpavg, in turn, is described as

Qpavg = 1.5(vpi q+iid+) (17)

By referring to the computed maximum power limits, the active and reactive power
reference scheme is proposed for the MSC and GSC, respectively.

4.1.2. Constant Current Control

According to the FRT requirements of IEGC [1], the power references are derived
as given in (16) to operate the GSC under constant current control mode. Hence, for the
percentage of voltage drop, the currents iid and iiq are updated as given below.

Under severe fault conditions of 85% voltage sag, considering the minimal speed of
operation instead of zero speed, it is proposed to inject a considerable percentage of active
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power. In this regard, out of the maximum possible current limit, 95% of ii is set as reactive
and remaining as active as given below:

iid+ = 0.95ii(Rated)

iiq+ =

√(
ii(Rated)

2 − iid+2
) (18)

Furthermore, 5% of reactive power enhances the PCC voltage to a meagre value
depending on the GSC filter and grid impedance. However, 5% of active power reference
delivers a significant percentage of generated power to the grid. Irrespective of the wind
speed (i.e., cut-in to rated speed), the aforementioned current formulae are used under
this scenario.

Upon lower voltage drop, i.e., with 85% PCC voltage, the active and reactive currents
are formulated in (19) and (20), respectively.{

If iiq+ < 0.95iiRated then iiq+ = iiq+(MPPT)
elseif 0.95iiRated < iiq+ < iiRated then iiq+ = 0.95iiq+(MPPT)

(19)

 if iiq+ < 0.95iiRated then iid+ =
√(

iiRated
2 − iiq+2

)
elseif 0.95iiRated < iiq+ < iiRated then iid+ =

√(
iiRated

2 − iiq+2
) (20)

The strategy allows significant PCC voltage and active power injection improvement
even under higher wind speeds. By substituting (18)–(20) in (16), the power references (P*

s,
Q*

p) at 85% and 15% voltage sag are obtained. The overall power reference scheme during
different scenarios subjected to wind velocity and grid voltage is depicted in Figure 5.
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4.1.3. Rotor Speed Regulation

The power regulation during voltage sag, i.e., MPPT to PL mode, may result in rotor
speed greater than the rated speed, the speed limits check and the countermeasures are also
incorporated in the proposed scheme. For instance, under higher voltage sag, the reduced
power corresponds to two speeds ω1 and ω2. To ensure a safer operating value, the system
operates at speed ω1, if ω2 is greater than the rated speed ωR. Since grid imperfections with
both PSC and NSC introduce oscillations in the system parameters, the control scheme must
also be updated with oscillation neutralization as discussed in the following subsection.
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4.2. Grid Imperfections with Both PSC and NSC

Likewise, in symmetrical sag, the constant current control strategy could not be
implemented under unsymmetrical sag since the voltage in each phase rises equally,
and the phase voltage with nominal value suffers overvoltage and leads to disconnection.
Moreover, to balance the PCC voltage, the power references must be updated with both
PSC and NSC rather than only PSC [25]. Moreover, the power and current reference must
also be updated with the corresponding NSC. Hence, unbalanced voltage sags require a
different control strategy than balanced sag; however, the speed regulation concept remains
the same. In this view, the control strategy is proposed in this paper for enhanced control
of PMSG, specifically under asymmetrical voltage sag, phase-jump, and harmonics. As a
foremost step, the PSC of Vpi is formulated, and the computed value is used to determine
the significant percentage of active and reactive power, as given in (16). The active and
reactive currents are formulated as given in (21) and (22), representing the PSC to avoid
overvoltage in the phase with the nominal value.{

If iiq+ < 0.95iiRated then iiq+ = iiq+(MPPT)
elseif 0.95iiRated < iiq+ < iiRated then iiq+= 0.95iiq+(MPPT)

(21)

 If
√(

iiq+2 + iid+2
)
≤ iiRated then iid+ =

Vpiq−Vgq
Zg

elseif 0.95iiRated < iiq+ < iiRated then iid+ =
√(

iiRated
2 − iiq+2

) (22)

The active and reactive grid power NSC components are derived by expressing (7) in
PSC and NSC of Vp and ii as

Pp = Pp+ + Pp−; Qp = Qp+ + Qp− (23)

where Pp+ = 1.5
(

v+pd+i+id+ + v+pq+i+iq+
)

Qp+ = 1.5
(

v+pq+i+id+ − v+pd+i+iq+
)

Pp− = 1.5
(

v+pd−i+id− + v+pq−i+iq− + v+pd−i+id+ + v+pq−i+iq+ + v+pd+i+id− + v+pq+i+iq−
)

Qp− = 1.5
(

v+pq−i+id− − v+pd−i+iq− + v+pq−i+id+ − v+pd−i+iq+ + v+pq+i+id− − v+pd+i+iq−
)

Eventually, the outer grid reactive power and inner active current reference is formu-
lated with average PSC and NSC as

Q∗p = Qpavg + Qp− (24)

i∗iq = i+iq+
∗ +

Pp

0.667vpq+
− i+iq+ (25)

Contrary to dual current control, a simple strategy is proposed to process the PSC and
NSC using a single current loop. This is accomplished by adding the estimated NSC of
Qposc and iiq- with Qpavg and iiq+, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.

5. Simulation Validation

Analytical modelling is carried out in PSCAD/ EMTDC to verify the efficacy of
the proposed control scheme for a 1.5 MW PMSG build WPS. The WPS specifications
given considered for this work [16]. The effectiveness of the control scheme is validated
under grid disturbances like three-phase, single-phase and two-phase faults commonly
occurring at WG grid interconnection points [28]. IEGC is followed to support the FRT
requirements with the proposed real and reactive power reference computation scheme.
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The PI controller’s gain values are formulated, as demonstrated in [29,30] with a damping
ratio ε= 0.707.

Case 1: In this case, IEGC voltage profile is considered for testing the performance of
the proposed control scheme during high to low voltage sag (symmetrical) transition for the
wind velocity of 10 m/s. The fault is initiated at t = 5 s, and the voltage profile is followed
till t = 8 s, from t = 8 s to t = 9 s 85% of the nominal voltage is retained and from t = 9 s
onwards 100% of the grid voltage is maintained. Before a fault, i.e., from t = 0 s to t = 5 s,
the real and reactive power references are set to maximum generated and zero, respectively.
The PCC voltage is enhanced during the fault by injecting Q*p as illustrated in Figure 6a.
Under 85% voltage sag, the reactive current reference is changed from zero to 0.95iidDC,
which raises the PCC phase voltage from 59.7 V to 98.7 V by retaining the GSC current
within the safe operating limits as depicted in Figure 6d,f. Figure 6b further confirms that
the generator speed is settled within its limit by regulating the active power from the outer
speed control loop during this scenario. Additionally, the DC-link potential is retained
within its limit, as given in Figure 6c by the proposed power generation scheme. Figure 6g
compares the enhancement in PCC voltage with maximum reactive power support and
zero active power injection [20,31–34] and the proposed method of reactive power support
with a consistent percentage of real power into the grid provided the GSC is operated
under constant current control mode. It can be inferred that the maximum reactive power
support and proposed scheme enhance the PCC voltage from 59.7 V to 100.2 V and 98.7 V,
respectively. This scenario validates the proposed control scheme described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 6. Performance analysis during symmetrical fault: (a) grid active (W) and reactive power
(VAR); (b) PMSG speed, rad/s; (c) DC-link voltage (V), (d) PCC phase voltage (RMS), (V); (e) grid
current in d-q frame, (A); (f) grid current in abc axis, A. Where the dashed square represents the
zoomed-in view for the period from 7 ms to 7.04 ms; and (g) PCC end Power circle during 85%
voltage sag.
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Case 2: Single-phase to ground fault is accounted in this case with a scenario discussed
in case 1 with the wind velocity of 12 m/s. The proposed control scheme sets the PSC and
NSC of power as the real and reactive power references. The performance improvement in
the system parameters with the proposed control scheme is depicted in Figure 7. The real
and reactive power injection at 15% voltage sag is shown in Figure 7a. During this scenario,
the PCC voltage Vpa is improved to 342 V from 338 V, and Vpb and Vpc are maintained
around the nominal value of 398.37 V as shown in Figure 7c,d, respectively. However, under
85% voltage sag, the PCC voltages Vpa is improved to 100.7 V from 59.7 V, whereas Vpb
and Vpc are almost maintained constant as pre-fault values. Owing to the power oscillation
reference scheme, the percentage oscillations in DC-link potential, real and reactive power
under 15% sag is noted to be 0.04%, 0.6% and 0.46%, respectively. Additionally, a sinusoidal
and symmetrical GSC current is obtained, as shown in Figure 7e. The overall improvement
in PSC of Vpq is depicted in Figure 7f.
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Figure 7. Performance analysis during single-phase to ground fault (dashed square represents the
zoomed-in view): (a) grid active (W) and reactive power (VAR); (b) DC-link voltage (V); (c) grid
phase voltages (RMS), (V); (d) PCC phase voltages (RMS), (V); (e) GSC current, (A); (f) PSC of Vg and
Vp (V).

Case 3: In this case, two-phase to ground fault is considered to comply with the
grid code requirements of IEGC. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme in raising and
balancing the PCC voltage is illustrated in Figure 8 for the wind speed of 10 m/s. A ‘b-c’
ground fault with the voltage sag of 15% is created at t = 5.5 s, and from t = 5.5 s to 6.5 s
reactive power support is not provided, and hence the PCC voltage is not enhanced. From
t = 6.5 s to 7.5 s reactive power support according to the symmetrical power reference
scheme is provided, which increases the non-fault phase voltage beyond the nominal value.
However, the balanced power reference scheme, which is activated at t = 7.5 s to 8.5 s
maintains the non-fault phase voltage closer to the nominal value and increases the faulted
phase voltages. This scenario also validates the proposed scheme with different power
references for symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults. The numerical illustration of the
same is tabulated in Table 1 with the corresponding GSC current value. Furthermore,
the proposed scheme minimizes the oscillations in DC-link potential, grid real and reac-
tive power, and the percentage of oscillations are noted to be 0.066%, 1.68%, and 0.95%,
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respectively. The performance of the proposed scheme in raising and balancing the PCC
voltage is also illustrated for different wind velocities, as depicted in Figure 9a. Despite
this, symmetrical sinusoidal GSC current is obtained even during the fault, depicted as
current circular loci, as shown in Figure 9b.
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Figure 8. PCC voltage enhancement during two-phase to ground fault: (i) without reactive power
support; (ii) with reactive power support as described in Section 4.1; (iii) with reactive power support
as defined in Section 4.2.

Table 1. Performance evaluation under two-phase to ground fault.

Variables
Phase/

Components Before Fault

during Fault

without Reactive
Power Support

with Reactive Power Support

as per Section 4.1 as per Section 4.2

Vc (V)

a-phase 399.88 339.92 370.93 347.29

b-phase 399.88 341.08 372.86 348.63

c-phase 399.88 397.9 430.38 405.8

PSC 399.88 359.6 391.3 367.2

Ii (A)

a-phase 706.2 782.31 1155 745.4

b-phase 706.2 806.5 1235.09 772.89

c-phase 706.2 770.03 1134 723.38
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6. Conclusions

The effectiveness of the reactive power reference scheme is validated in raising and bal-
ancing the PCC voltage under symmetrical and asymmetrical faults, respectively. The cor-
responding real power reference further ensures a consistent percentage of active power
injection into the grid without violating the system ratings. Overall, with the proposed
power reference scheme, the PCC voltage is raised to 24.28% under the worst-case scenario
of 85% symmetrical voltage sag. Likewise, the PCC voltage under two-phase to ground
fault correspondingly at 85% and 15% sag is improved to 46.1% and 90.2% from 43.12% and
92.17%, respectively. The percentage of oscillation reduction in DC-link potential, grid real
and reactive power under single-phase and two-phase to-ground faults further confirms
the scheme’s efficacy.
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